
5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Coefficient and elasticity estimates

As mentioned previously, both single equation and system of equations

estimates were done. The results are reported in Table 5 to 9. All the estimated

uncompensated (Marshallian) elasticities were computed at the sample means.

Descriptions of the coefficient, elasticity and other notations used in this study are

shown in Table 4.

Three models were estimated through single equation procedures, namely the

LA/AIDS, the first differenced LA/AIDS and the Rotterdam model. The coefficient

estimates for the single equation models with homogeneity restrictions imposed are

reported in Table 5 and their elasticity estimates are shown in Table 7. The main

features of the coefficient estimates across the models are that all trend coefficients are

statistically significant, and except for the 022 coefficient, all the seasonal dummy

variables are significant. Thus, both trend and seasonal dummy variables are important

regressors in Australian meat demand and omission of these variables might cause

misspecification errors. In general, the LA/AIDS has a greater number of significant

price and expenditure coefficients with all as and fis statistically significant at five

percent level.

The statistical properties of the restricted single equation models can be seen in

Table 6. In general, the R2 values for the LA/AIDS are greater than those of the first

differenced LA/AIDS and the Rotterdam model. The high values of R 2 imply that the

model can explain the variation in the quantity-price relationships of the particular meat

very well. Conversely, low values of R 2 imply that the variation in the quantity-price

relationships of the meat could not be explained very well by the model. It seems that

performance of the single equation version of the Rotterdam model is very poor when
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estimating the chicken equation with the value of R 2 only 0.222. The similarity of the

statistical properties of the first differenced LA/AIDS and the Rotterdam model can be

seen in the table.

All the first order autocorrelation coefficients (p) in the LA/AIDS model are

statistically significant at five percent level with the chicken equation having the highest

value (0.924). When the models are in first difference form, the p values are lower for

the beef and chicken equations and higher (in absolute values) for the lamb and pigmeat

equations. These differences might be due to the fact that not all the variables contain a

unit root. As can be seen in Table 3, pigmeat consumption and price variables do not

have a unit root, thus the first differenced form of the pigmeat equation might produce

an unexpected result, in this case higher p values. Conversely, the first differenced form

of the chicken equation substantially reduced the p values since its price variable has a

unit root, although its consumption variable has not.

The calculated uncompensated elasticity estimates are in close agreement and

plausible across the three models. This is not surprising since the models are so similar.

A more different model (e.g. generalised Leontief or a quadratic expenditure system)

might have produced larger differences in elasticities. As can be seen in Table 7 all

expenditure elasticities are positive and all own-price elasticities are negative. Most of

the uncompensated cross-price elasticities are positive which implies substitution among

the meats. Negative cross-price elasticities, on the other hand, implies complementary

among the meats. However, negative uncompensated cross-price elasticities can also be

regarded as substitutes when income effects outweigh substitution effects. The

uncompensated Marshallian elasticities reflect both the substitution and income effects

of the price change. Income is not compensated to 'offset' the price change in an

uncompensated elasticity (Nicholson 1985). This study does not report the compensated

(Hicksian) elasticities which reflect only the substitution effects of a price change.
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The elasticity estimates of the first differenced LA/AIDS are more similar to

the Rotterdam model rather than to the LA/AIDS model. This is because both of the

models have the same independent variables (see also Alston and Chalfant, 1993 and

Section 5.4 below).

Results of the system of equations models are shown in Table 8 and 9. The

homogeneity, Slutsky symmetry and adding-up restrictions were imposed during

estimation. Coefficients for the chicken expenditure share equation were derived from

the adding-up restriction.

As can be seen in Table 8, almost all the p coefficients, trends and seasonal

dummy variables are statistically significant. The Rotterdam model has a higher number

of significant yi; coefficients followed by the LA/AIDS model and the first differenced

LA/AIDS model, while the 'true' AIDS model has the lowest. As can be seen in the

table, none of the as in the AIDS model are significant. Uncompensated (Marshallian)

elasticity estimates from these system of equations models are shown in Table 9. Except

for the expenditure elasticities of demand for chicken, the results of the single models

are not substantially different from those of the system of equations models. While the

LA/AIDS and the 'true' AIDS models produced a higher expenditure elasticity for

chicken (0.207 for LA/AIDS and 0.251 for the 'true' AIDS), the first differenced

LA/AIDS model and the Rotterdam model produced lower estimates, 0.054 and 0.043

respectively, which are almost the same as the estimates from the single equation

models. The similarity of the LA/AIDS and the 'true' AIDS model might be rationalised

by the fact that the price variables are highly collinear. When the data are highly

collinear, P* from the Stone's price index approaches P from the 'true' AIDS price

index by P =	 P* where is a random variable (Buse 1994). The similarity of the

LA/AIDS and the 'true' AIDS model was also reported by Piggott et al. (1995) where it

was found that both models performed as well as the other in almost all applications of

their study.
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Another distinct feature of the estimated elasticities between the two estimation

procedures is the own-price elasticities of pigmeat. In the single equation models, the

estimated own-price elasticity of pigmeat for the first differenced LA/AIDS model and

the Rotterdam model are -0.138 and -0.206 respectively. These values increased to -

0.764 and -0.732 in the system of equations models. Meanwhile, the LA/AIDS model

estimates in both Tables 7 and 9 are quite similar. In general, own-price elasticity

estimates of the "true' AIDS model are slightly greater than the other models.

Comparisons with other studies have to be made carefully, because estimated

elasticities from other studies might have been generated from different estimation

procedures, functional forms, independent variables and data sets. An example is the

results reported by Goddard and Griffith (1992) where they found an enormous

variability in estimated meat demand elasticities in Australia and Canada across time

periods and across model specifications. However, two other studies warrant special

mention here, since those studies employed similar data sets and estimation procedures

to those used in this study. In Table 10 is shown the comparisons of estimated

elasticities of this study and those of Piggott (1991) and Alston and Chalfant (1991a).

As can be seen in the table, the results are comparable across the model specifications

and across the studies. The main difference is only in the estimated expenditure

elasticity for the chicken equation. Piggott (1991) and Alston and Chalfant (1991a)

estimated negative expenditure elasticities for chicken equation i.e. -0.026 and -0.11

respectively, whereas the estimate from this study is positive i.e. 0.251.

The study by Alston and Chalfant (1991a) used quarterly Australian per capita

consumption data on meat (beef, lamb, pork and poultry) for 1970:2 to 1988:4.

Estimated elasticities derived from the 'true' AIDS and Rotterdam systems models with

include trend and seasonality in the study are comparable to those estimated in this

study.
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The study by Piggott (1991) employed a shorter data set starting from 1977:1 to

1988:4 and estimated uncompensated elasticities in the LA/AIDS, 'true' AIDS and

Rotterdam systems models. Overall, the results are comparable with the uncompensated

own-price elasticities for beef and lamb estimated here, although lower, while for pork

and chicken the own-price elasticities are higher compared to those derived in this

study. This difference might be due to the different sample period of the data, where the

own-price elasticities of meats tend to reduce in more recent data sets (Goddard and

Griffith 1992). Apart from different data spans, small discrepancies between the

estimated elasticities of this study and those of Alston and Chalfant (1991a) and Piggott

(1991) might be due to the Slutsky symmetry restriction which was imposed in this

study but not in the other studies.

Finally, the results of this study are comparable with those from an LA/AIDS

model estimated by Cashin (1991), which also had symmetry and homogeneity

restrictions imposed.
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Table 4:	 Notation

*	 denotes statistically significant at 5 % level

#	 denotes derived from adding up

0(0	 intercept term in the price index for the 'true' AIDS model

ai	 intercepts (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for beef, lamb, pigmeat and chicken)

Oi	 expenditure coefficients (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for beef, lamb, pigmeat and

chicken)

M	 price coefficients (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for beef, lamb, pigmeat and

chicken)

ti	 coefficient for time trend (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for beef, lamb, pigmeat and

chicken)

Oil(	 seasonality coefficients (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for beef, lamb, pigmeat and

chicken; k = 2, 3, 4 for second, third and fourth quarter)

Ili	 expenditure elasticity of demand (i = b, 1, p, c for beef, lamb,

pigmeat and chicken)
E ii	 uncompensated price elasticity for good i with respect to price of

good j (i = b, 1, p, c for beef, lamb, pigmeat and chicken)
R2	 R squared statistic

2
R	 Adjusted R squared statistic

P	 first order autocorrelation
log 1	 log-likelihood function
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Table 5:	 Coefficients for single equation models with homogeneity
restrictions imposed and corrected for autocorrelation

LA/AIDS First Differenced
LA/AIDS

Rotterdam

a1

a2

a3

a4

- 0 . 3 4 6 *
0.372*
0.614*
0.396* -

Pi -0.001* 0.358* 0.884*
132 -0.068* -0.101* 0.065*
R3 - 0 . 1 5 5 * -0.164 0.030*
P 4 - 0 . 1 0 2 * -0.107* 0.005

Y1 1 0.015 0.001 -0.254*
Y12 0.137* 0.214* 0.272*
713 -0.095 * -0.123 -0.017
714 -0.058 -0.091 -0.002
721 0.062* 0.036 0.141*
Y22 - 0 . 09 3 * -0.102* -0.236*
Y23 0.021 0.042 0.058*
Y24 0.010 0.024 0.037
731 -0.012 -0.069 0.043
Y32 - 0 . 02 8 * -0.026 0.014
733 0.038* 0.129* -0.033
734 0.002 0.034 0.019
Y41 - 0 . 04 6 * -0.044* 0.017
742 -0.018 -0.022 -0.0002
Y43 -0.007 -0.012 -0.002
744 0.071* 0.076* -0.015

it -0.001* 0.0003* 0.0004*
T2 - 0 . 00 1* -0.0001* -0.0001*
T3 0.001* -0.0003* -0.0003*
T4 0.001* -0.00003* -0.00002*

012 M.018* M.040* -0.045*
013 -0.027* -0.031* M.035*
014 -0.037* -0.026* -0.033*
022 0.004 0.003 0.003
023 0.012* 0.014* 0.014*
024 0.009* -0.005* -0.004
032 0.011* 0.037* 0.036*
033 0.011* 0.026* 0.026*
034 0.013* 0.036* 0.036*
042 0.002* 0.005* 0.004*
043 0.002* 0.003* 0.003*
044 0.003* 0.003* 0.003*
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Table 6:	 Measures of equation goodness-of-fit for
restricted single equation models

LA/AIDS First Differenced
LA/AIDS

Rotterdam

beef

R2 0.878 0.669 0.917
R 2 0.868 0.647 0.912

p 0.681* 0.103 0.308*
log 1

lamb

311.648 287.641 294.042

R2 0.912 0.433 0.798
T? 2 0.905 0.394 0.785
p 0.284* -0.444* -0.448*

log 1

pigmeat

384.797 363.286 373.263

R2 0.926 0.710 0.644
-/-?-2 0.920 0.694 0.620
p 0.496* 0.656* 0.663*

log 1

chicken

413.287 350.627 352.922

R2 0.959 0.646 0.222
R 2 0.957 0.626 0.169
p 0.924* -0.081 -0.089

log 1 442.909 440.068 454.111
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Table 7:	 Uncompensated price and expenditure elasticities
for single equation models

LA/AIDS	 First Differenced
	

Rotterdam
LA/AIDS

Expenditure

l b 1.579 1.657 1.623
111 0.571 0.358 0.415
lip 0.167 0.115 0.163
11c 0.089 0.045 0.038

Price

Ebb 1.288 -1.357 -1.349.
E bl 0.160 0.289 0.244
E bp -0.281 -0.348 -0.332
E be -0.171 -0.241 -0.186

E lb 0.627 0.576 0.665
E11 1.524 -1.543 -1.559
E 1p 0.211 0.385 0.291
E lc 0.114 0.223 0.188

E 0.390 0.109 0.143
E pl -0.021 -0.002 0.048
Epp -0.638 -0.138 -0.206
E pc 0.102 0.085 -0.148

E cb 0.086 0.132 0.127
E el -0.013 -0.039 -0.008
E cp 0.103 -0.074 -0.021

-0264 -0.211 -0.136
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Table 8:	 Coefficients for system of equations models with
homogeneity, Slutsky symmetry and adding-up
restrictions imposed and corrected for autocorrelation

LA/AIDS First Differenced
LA/AIDS

AIDS Rotterdam

oto - 1.959 -

al -0.368* - 0.139
a2 0.361* - 0.262 -

a3 0.641* - 0.377
a4 0.366# 0.126# -

131 0.312* 0.312* 0.293* 0.859*
P2 M.061* M.060* M.059* 0.093*

P3 -0.161* -0.146* -0.150* 0.043*
34 -0.089# -0.106# -0.084# 0.005#

In 0.017 -0.020 -0.104 -0.283*
112 0.072* 0.082* 0.097 0.175*
113 -0.028 -0.004 0.036 0.102*
Y14 -0.061# -0.057# -0.029# 0.006#
122 -0.074* -0.072* -0.079* -0.212*
123 -0.001 -0.003 -0.013 0.026
Y24 0.003# -0.007# -0.004# 0.011#
733 0.037* 0.017 0.001 M.128*
Y34 -0.008# -0.009# -0.024# -0.001#
144 0.066# 0.074# 0.057# -0.017#

t i -0.001* -0.0002* -0.001* 0.0002*
T2 -0.001* -0.0001* -0.001* -0.0001*
T3 0.001* -0.0002* 0.001* -0.0001*
"r4 0.001# -0.00003# 0.211# -0.00003#

012 -0.015* -0.023* -0.014 -0.022*
013 M.024* -0.027* M.023* M.027*
014 -0.039* -0.024* -0.038* -0.022*
022 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
023 0.010* 0.011* 0.010 0.011*
624 0.009* 0.0004 0.009* -0.128
032 0.010* 0.015* 0.010* 0.014*
033 0.013* 0.012* 0.012* 0.012*
034 0.027* 0.019* 0.012* 0.018*

P 0.747* -0.235* 0.737* -0.253*
log 1 1226.382 1142.804 1231.904 1168.378
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Table 9:	 Uncompensated price and expenditure elasticities
for restricted system of equations models

LA/AIDS	 First Differenced	 AIDS	 Rotterdam
LA/AIDS

Expenditure

1.573 1.573 1.538 1.579
0.611 0.619 0.626 0.588
0.130 0.214 0.191 0.229
0.207 0.054 0.251 0.043

-1.281 1.349 -1.485 -1.379
0.042 0.059 0.093 0.073
-0.157 -0.114 -0.034 -0.106
-0.177 -0.169 -0.113 -0.165
-1.408 -1.395 -IA46 -1.434
0.065 0.053 -0.014 0.054
0.062 -0.003 0.016 0.001
-0.641 0.764 -0.843 -0.732
0.055 0.037 -0.038 0.023
-0.320 -0.234 -0Al2 -0.160

lib

TIP

lie

Price

ebb
E bl

E bp

E be

E11

E 1p

E lc

E PP

E pc
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Table 10:	 Comparison of estimated elasticities
with other studies

Alston and
Elasticity	 Piggott (1991)	 Chalfant	 This study

(1991a)bi 
LA/AIDS

Expenditure
l b 1.641 1.573

Til 0.671 0.611

Tip 0.085 0.130

Tic 0.132 0.207
Own-Price

E bb -1.175 -1.281

Ell -1.257 -1.408

E pp -0.923 -0.641

E cc -0.690 -0.320
`true' AIDS

Expenditure

llb 1.692 1.71 1.538

it 0.602 0.44 0.626

TIP 0.106 0.14 0.191

Tic -0.026 -0.11 0.251
Own-Price

Ebb -1.253 -1.37 -1.485

Eli -1.227 -1.40 -1.446

E PP
-0.936 -0.95 -0.843

E cc -0.722 -0.73 -0.412
Rotterdam

Expenditure

ilb 1.698 1.63 1.579

Ill 0.603 0.56 0.588

Tip 0.187 0.21 0.229

Tic 0.073 0.07 0.043
Own-price

E bb -1.196 -1.30 -1.379

E11 -1.388 -1.59 -1.434

E pp -0.821 -0.71 -0.732

E cc -0.412 -0.21 -0.160

	

Note: al	 Piggott (1991) employed Australian meat consumption data from 1977:1 to
1988:4. Estimated elasticities for the Rotterdam model were derived from
1978:2 to 1988:4 data.

	

b/	 Alston and Chalfant (1991a) employed data from 1970:2 to 1988:4 and did not
estimate the LA/AIDS model. Their estimated elasticities were reported up
to two decimal points.



5.2 Structural change analysis in the linear single
equation demand models

5.2.1 Chow Test

Those pairs of observations (n 1 ,n2) where the sequential Chow tests (F-test) are

statistically significant at five percent level in the first differenced LA/AIDS model are

shown in Table 11. The first figure (n1) corresponds to the number of observations in

first regime and the second figure (n2) corresponds to the number of observations in

second regime. Arrows indicate that pairs of observations in the intervals are also

significant. The DIAGNOS/CHOWTEST command generates 102 pairs of subsample

observations in each equation. In the beef expenditure share equation an instability of

the demand parameter occurred from observation 15 to 61. Observation number 15

corresponds to 1968:3 and observation 61 corresponds to 1980:1. As is shown in the

table, all meats exhibit structural changes. There are 48 pair of observations which are

statistically significant in the beef expenditure share equation, 45 in lamb, 59 in

pigmeat and 44 in chicken.

Similar results were produced by the Rotterdam model (Table 12) although with

a smaller number of points of structural changes in the chicken equation. Except for the

chicken equation the location of the changes do not change substantially compared to

the results of the first differenced LA/AIDS model. There are 58 pairs of observations

which are statistically significant in the beef expenditure share equation, 32 in lamb, 59

in pigmeat and 4 in chicken.

Both the first differenced LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models produced the same

location of the highest values of the Chow test. The highest values of the F-statistic can

be regarded as the break (joint) point where the structural change occurred (Alston and

Chalfant 1991b). The joint point for beef and lamb expenditure share equations occurred

at the same location, i.e. observation 38 (1974:2). For pigmeat and chicken the joint

points are on observation 29 (1972:1) and 74 (1983:2) respectively.
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It is also interesting to see the effect of removal of 20 observations from the data

set used in this study i.e. from observation number 38 (1974:2) to 57 (1979:1). The

reason is the high fluctuation of meat consumption during the period of time (see Figure

1 and the discussion in Chapter 1). Application of the Chow test on both model

produced the following results.

The Chow test produced some significant F tests in each of beef, lamb, pigmeat

and chicken equations in both the first differenced LA/AIDS model and the Rotterdam

model. Both models showed the same locations of maximum Chow tests but the

locations are slightly different with those of the results from the complete data set. The

joint point for the beef equation is on observation 36 (1973:4), for lamb on 37 (1974:1),

for pigmeat on 30 (1972:2) and for chicken on 32 (1972:4). Except for the chicken

equation the location of maximum Chow test are very close to the results from the

whole data set. It is likely that the removal of the observations from 1974:2 to 1979:1

did not affect much the results of structural change tests.

5.2.2 Farley-Hinich (F-H) test

While the Chow test can only detect an abrupt change in the parameters of a

linear demand equation between two subsample periods, the F-H test, on the other hand,

can detect a gradual change in the parameters over the whole sample period. To evaluate

whether a gradual change are also present in the models, a series of F-H tests were also

performed. In Table 13 it is shown that the F-H tests in the LA/AIDS model are

significant in beef, lamb, pigmeat and chicken. The same test failed to produce

significant result in the chicken equation of the Rotterdam model, but produced

significant results for the beef, lamb and pigmeat equations.



5.2.3 Ohtani-Katayama (0-K) test

Based on the sequential Chow test, observations 15 to 61 were chosen for the

beef expenditure share equation of the first differenced LA/AIDS model as an interval

where gradual changes occurred from the first to the second regime. Imposing the O-K

test to this equation produces a significant F test (Table 14). The lamb equation displays

the same result when observations 16 to 59 were chosen as an interval. The same result

was also produced in the pigmeat equation when observations 10 to 68 were chosen as

an interval. There are two breaks in the chicken expenditure share equation (Table 11)

and application of the O-K test to each of these intervals results in significant F tests in

both intervals (44 to 59 and 64 to 87). Application of the same procedure in the

Rotterdam model produced significant O-K tests in the beef, lamb, and pigmeat

equations but an insignificant result in the chicken expenditure share equation.

Although application of the Chow test in both models produced some significant

F-tests in the pair of observations with more consistent results for beef, lamb and

pigmeat, the results on the chicken equation are somewhat different in each model. It

seems that the Rotterdam model could not detect the gradual changes in the chicken

expenditure share equation whereas the LA/AIDS model can detect the changes.
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Table 11:	 Pair of subsample observations where the sequential
Chow tests are statistically significant in the first
differenced LA/AIDS model

Budget	 share

beef lamb pigmeat chicken

(15,96) (15,96) (10,109) (31,80)

1 1 1 (32,79)

(61,50) (59,52) (68,43) (37,74)

(64,47) (40,71)

(44,67)

1

(59,52)

(64,47)

1

(87,24)

Table 12:	 Pair of subsample observations where the sequential
Chow tests are statistically significant in the
Rotterdam model

Budget	 share

beef lamb pigmeat chicken

(12,99) (30,81) (10,101) (72,39)

1 1 si, 1

(68,43) (61,50) (68,43) (75,36)

(72,39)
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Table 13:	 F-values of the Farley-Hinich tests in the
LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models

Budget share

Model	 beef	 lamb	 pigmeat	 chicken

First differenced LA/AIDS 4.19* 4.99* 3.01 * 3.48*

Rotterdam 4.58* 4.68* 2.91* 0.96

Note:	 The F-critical value or F (0.05,9,93) is .-- 2.

Table 14:	 F-values of the Ohtani-Katayama tests in the
LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models

Budget share

Model beef lamb pigmeat chicken

First differenced

LA/AIDS

Rotterdam

6.91 *

8.45*

7.89*

6.55*

10.28*

10.49*

2.616*	 (1' interval)

5.717* (2`' interval

1.03

Note:	 The F-critical value or F(0.05,9,93) is --.... 2.



5.3 Structural change analysis in nonlinear demand
systems models
The previous tests can only be applied to a single linear equation model. To

determine the presence of structural changes in a nonlinear system of equations, another

test which is called the Andrews-Fair test was applied. The break (joint) point has to be

decided first. The way in which the joint point is determined has caused some criticism

of this test because different joint points may or may not lead to different results and

conclusion about structural changes. In this study, observation 38 (1974:2) has been

chosen as the break point based on the results of the Chow test in addition to the

widespread belief that structural changes in meat demand across the world occurred

during the mid and late 1970s and early 1980s. The A-F test was applied to the

restricted nonlinear system of equations of the LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models.

The results of the A-F test can be seen in Table 15. To evaluate whether there

are changes in the common intercepts or common slopes of the models, a series of

separate groups of variables were tested. The LA/AIDS model detects the presence of

structural change more often than does the Rotterdam model. The LA/AIDS model

detects changes in intercept, expenditure, price parameters and in a test that includes all

of these parameters. However, a test on all parameter which includes trend and seasonal

dummy variables failed to produce significant results. This implies that trend and

seasonal dummy variables did not change over the whole sample period. The Rotterdam

model can only detect changes in expenditure parameters.

In Table 16 is shown the results of the test when an intercept dummy was

incorporated in the system of equations of the LA/AIDS model. In the beef expenditure

share equation, the estimated intercept is -5.789 and the coefficient of the intercept

dummy variables is -0.141 and both are statistically significant. This implies that

assuming price and expenditure held constant the structural change had caused an

average drop of 2.44 percent in the expenditure share on beef between the two periods.

A slightly greater fall in budget share was experienced by lamb (2.96 percent), whereas

pigmeat had a small increase (0.71 percent). Coefficients for the chicken expenditure
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share equation are derived from the adding-up restriction and it shows that chicken

experienced an increase of 2.45 percent in its expenditure share between the two period

of time.

These results are similar to the study of Moschini and Meilke (1989) for United

States meat consumption data where they found that structural change is biased against

beef, neutral for pork and in favour of chicken and fish and it does not affect estimated

elasticities.

Estimated elasticities of the restricted system of equations of the LA/AIDS, the

`true' AIDS and the Rotterdam models before and after the structural change can be

seen in Table 17. In general, own-price elasticities of beef reduce after the structural

change, they are relatively stable for lamb and pork and they increase for chicken.

Expenditure elasticities for lamb and pigmeat are negative before the structural change

in all models. This implies that those meats are inferior goods. Together with chicken

their estimates become positive and below one in the second period which imply that the

goods becomes necessities. The own-price elasticities of beef, on the other hand, reduce

from slightly below 2 to about 1.5 which implies that beef is still a luxurious good.
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Table 15:	 Results of likelihood-ratio tests for structural change

Number of	 LR-like	 Critical value

Hypothesis	 restrictions	 test statistic	 (X20.05) 

The LA/AIDS models

No structural change in

1.All parameters	 24	 30.451	 36.415

2. Price, expenditure and	 12	 31.535*	 21.03

intercept parameters

3. Price parameters	 6	 12.892*	 12.592

4. Expenditure parameters 	 3	 7.827*	 7.815

5. Intercepts	 3	 15.472*	 7.815

The Rotterdam model

No structural change in

1.All parameters	 24	 11.946	 36.415

2. Price, expenditure and	 12	 5.250	 21.03

intercept parameters

3. Price parameters	 6	 10.059	 12.592

4. Expenditure parameters 	 3	 7.926*	 7.815

5. Intercepts	 3	 5.117	 7.815

Note: * denotes statistically significant at 5 % level

# denotes derived from adding up

Table 16:	 Exogenous shifts in the LA/AIDS model

Beef	 Lamb	 Pigmeat	 Chicken

Intercept	 -5.79*	 -2.81*	 0.87*	 8.73#

Dummy variables	 -0.14*	 -0.08*	 0.01*	 0.13#

Changes in budget share 	 -2.44 %	 -2.96 %	 0.71 %	 2.45 %

Note: * denotes statistically significant at 5 % level

# denotes derived from adding up
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Table 17:	 Estimated elasticities before and after the structural change

Elasticity of with respect to price of 	 Expenditure 
beef lamb	 pigmeat	 chicken 

LA/AIDS

Before 1974:2
beef -2.028 0.205	 -0.087 -0.084 1.993
lamb -1.429	 0.029 -0.133 -0.323
pigmeat -0.778 0.016 -0.111
chicken -0.216 -0.090

After 1974:2
beef -1.318 0.046	 -0.112 -0.114 1.496
lamb -1.401	 0.108 0.034 0.601
pigmeat -0.742 0.003 0.212
chicken -0.423 0.252

AIDS

Before 1974:2
beef -1.804 0.179	 -0.126 -0.129 1.897
lamb -1.399	 0.041 -0.119 -0.144
pigmeat -0.747 0.092 -0.009
chicken -0.119 0.025

After 1974:2
beef -1.021 0.018	 -0.234 -0.226 1.463
lamb -1.345	 0.166 -0.027 0.738
pigmeat -0.633 0.211 0.279
chicken -0.054 0.094

Rotterdam

Before 1974:2
beef -1.328 0.037	 -0.037 -0.267 1.917
lamb -1.378	 0.258 0.075 -0.238
pigmeat -0.447 0.289 -0.058
chicken -0.075 0.090

After 1974:2
beef -1.305 0.048	 -0.141 -0.127 1.525
lamb -1.434	 0.137 0.039 0.547
pigmeat -0.649 -0.035 0.238
chicken -0.291 0.136
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5.4 Specification tests

To evaluate which of the models fits the data better, a specification test

developed by Alston and Chalfant (1993) was conducted. The test compares the

first-differenced form of the LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models and is based on the

following premises. First, consider model 1 and 2 below:

Model 1	 y = f(x)

Model 2	 z = f(x)

where the right hand side of the models are the same and suppose that z = In (y). To test

whether the linear or logarithmic dependent variable is the correct specification, then the

following compound models can be used:

Compound model 1 k l y + (1-k 1 ) z = f (x)

Compound model 2 (1- X2 )y + X,2 z = f (x)

Finding that X = 0 in the compound model 1 indicates that model 2 is the

correct specification. Likewise, finding X,2 = 0 in the compound model 2 indicates that

model 1 is the correct specification.

The same reasoning was used by Alston and Chalfant (1993) to test between the

first-differenced LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models. First, they showed the similarity of

the right hand side of both models.

The first differenced LA/AIDS model is defined as:

n

Aw i = 1y u Aln pi + 13, (x 1 P)	 (5.1)
j =1

n

Awi =D ijAlnpi +13i[Alnx—A1nP]
	

(5.2)

j =1
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where A denotes the first difference operator, x is total expenditure and P is a price

index. In the linear version of the Almost Ideal model, P is approximated by Stone's

price index (equation (3.8)). The first difference of the Stone price index may be divided

into three components:

A log P = Ii wi A log pi +1, j Awi log pi –yi Awi A log pj	(5.3)

Because in the context of time-series, shares usually do not change much over

the observations, then the second and third terms in the above equation are omitted to

calculate Alog P. Substitution of the first term of A In P from (5.3) into (5.2) yields:

n	 n

Awi .--- D ij Alnpi +13 i [Alnx–Iwi Alnpi ]	 (5.4)
i=1	 j=i

The difference between (5.2) and (5.4) is only in the approximation to the price

index in the "income term" as a result of removal of the second and the third terms in

equation (5.3).

Now, consider the absolute price version of the Rotterdam model in equation

(3.27). The Divisia volume index in the Rotterdam model is d log(Q) = yi Wid log qi

and this approximately equals:

dlog(Q)* = Alogx - Alog P*	 (5.5)

where Alog P* = Ei W id log pi	(5.6)

Substitution of (5.5) and (5.6) into equation (3.27) yields:

n	 n

Wi Alnqi =IyuAlnpj+Pi[Alnx–IWiAlnpi]
	

(5.7)
j=1	 j=1
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It is now clear the similarity of the right hand sides of equation (5.4) and (5.7).

Any difference from those equation arise from the use of wj instead of wj in equation

(5.7). The left hand side of those equations, on the other hand, are substantially

different.

Now, consider again the compound model at the beginning of this section. Since

the right hand side of the first-differenced LA/AIDS and Rotterdam models are so

similar, a test between these models can be done through a compound model. First, a

test for the Rotterdam model was done through the following compound model:
4	 4

--	 +2■,1Awi = + D u D i +1,y ij Alogpi 13 i [Alogx – AlogP*]
J=1	 j

(5.8)

N
where A log P* = W./ . A log p .

J.1

For estimation purposes, all lambdas in the equation are moved to the right hand

side leaving only 17 log qi	 on the left hand side of the equation. If X i = 1, the

above equation becomes the first-differenced LA/AIDS model, and if X i = 0, the

equation becomes the Rotterdam model. Finding that X i = 0 indicates that the

Rotterdam model is the correct specification. Conversely, finding A l to be near one

indicates that the LA/AIDS model is the correct specification.

Since the right hand side of the equation is not exactly the first-differenced

LA /AIDS model, the empirical result for X1 will not exactly equal one. The difference

arises because of some approximations to Alog P.
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Likewise, a test for the LA/AIDS model was conducted through the following

compound model,

4	 4

(1– X 2 )Awi ,X2WiA1ogqi =t1 +1, 0	 +/7 uA log pi +13 jAlogx – Alog
j

(5.9)

N
where A log P = wi A log pi.

j.i

If X2 = 0, the above equation becomes the LA/AIDS model, and if X i = 1, the

equation becomes the Rotterdam model. Accepting the null hypothesis that X, 2 = 0

indicates that the LA/AIDS model is the correct specification. Conversely, finding X, 2 to

be near one indicates that the Rotterdam model is the correct specification.

Note also that since the right hand side of the equation is not exactly the

Rotterdam model, the empirical result for X 2 will not exactly equal zero. The difference

arises because of some approximations to Alog P. For a detailed discussion of the

method refer to Alston and Chalfant (1993).

In Table 18 is shown the results of the specification test. The value of X i is

1.096 and statistically significant at both five percent and one percent levels. The value

of X2 is -0.174 and statistically significance at five percent and slightly below the

critical level at the one percent level. Based on these tests, the LA/AIDS model is not

rejected by the data and the Rotterdam is rejected. These results are contradictory to the

same set of tests applied to United States meat demand where the LA/AIDS model was

rejected while Rotterdam model was not (Alston and Chalfant 1993).

Subsequent tests were conducted to evaluate whether or not the results of the

specification tests differ before and after the confirmed structural change. The results of

these tests can be seen in Table 19. Assuming that the structural change occurred on

observation 38 (1974:1) the observations were divided into two subsamples: the first

period contains observation 1 to 37 and the second period contains observation 39 to
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112. The results are consistent with the findings on the whole data set, where X i values

are around one and X values near zero.

5.5 Summary

This chapter commenced with a discussion of the estimated coefficients and

elasticities since this is one check of the appropriateness of the models used in this

study. This was followed by an analysis of structural change both in single linear

demand equations and nonlinear systems of equations. The results of the specification

were then included to evaluate which of the models fit the data better. A detailed

summary of the main findings is outlined in the next chapter.



Estimate	 Restricted
estimate a)

X1 =1.096*	 0.0
0.013 0.224*

-0.010* 0.051*
-0.001 0.091*
0.998# 0.633#

-0.059 -0.444*
0.067* 0.151*
0.039 0.077*

-0.046# 0.216#
-0.054* -0.231*
-0.003 0.028
-0.010# 0.053#

-0.011 -0.060*
-0.024# -0.045#
0.081# -0.224#

0.0001* 0.0006*
-0.0001* -0.00001*
-0.0001* -0.00002*

-0.00003# -0.0006#

131
(32
P3
P4

yi 1

112
113
114
122

123
124
133

134

Y44

ti
T2
T3
T4

-0.017* -0.008 -0.022* -0.023*
-0.015* -0.028* -0.026* -0.027*
-0.021* -0.012 -0.022* -0.024*
0.001 0.011* 0.003 0.003

0.008* 0.019* 0.011* 0.011*
-0.002 -0.007* -0.00001 0.0004
0.011* 0.029* 0.014* 0.015*
0.004 0.018* 0.012* 0.012*

0.019* 0.035* 0.019* 0.019*

-0.292* -0.014 -0.265* -0.235*
1130.151 964.054 1146.309 1142.804

012

013
014
022

023
024

032

033

034

P
log 1

Table 18: Testing the Rotterdam and LA/AIDS specification

Rotterdam	 First differenced LA/AIDS
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Estimate Restricted
estimate a)

X2 =-0.174* 0.0
0.208* 0.312*
-0.093* -0.060*
-0.179* -0.146*
0.064# -0.106#

0.017 -0.020
0.064* 0.082*
-0.022 -0.004
-0.059# -0.057#
-0.049* -0.072*
-0.009 -0.003

-0.007# -0.007#

0.045 0.017
-0.014# -0.009#
0.079# 0.074#

0.0002* -0.0002*
-0.0001* -0.0001*
-0.0001* -0.0002*

-0.00003# -0.00003#

Note: a) Restricted estimate denotes that the Xs were restricted to zero.
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Table 19:	 Lamda values for the specification test before and
after the structural change

Lambda values Standard error T-ratio

Pre structural change A,1 = 1.08 0.028 39.266

(n = 37) k2 = -0.49 0.193 -2.538

Post structural change 24 = 1.07 0.031 34.938

(n = 74) k2 = -0.16 0.077 -2.007



6. Conclusion

This chapter contains a summary of the main findings, conclusions, limitations

and suggestions for further study.

6.1 Summary of findings

The results of the study can be summarised as follows. First, evaluation of

structural change in the unrestricted single linear equations produced the following

results: (i) both the AIDS model and the Rotterdam model detected the presence of

structural change with the AIDS model showing more consistent results; (ii) the AIDS

model detected the types of the changes as an abrupt change between two regimes and

as smooth/gradual changes over the whole sample period as well as between two

break/joint points, in all types of meat. The Rotterdam model, on the other hand, failed

to produce significant gradual/smooth changes in the chicken expenditure equation,

although the results for beef, lamb and pork were similar to the AIDS model; and (iii)

the changes occurred in the early 1970s for beef, lamb and pigmeat and in the early

1980s for chicken.

Second, evaluation of structural change in the restricted nonlinear system of

equations in the LA/AIDS model and the Rotterdam model produced the following

results: (i) the LA/AIDS model showed changes in the intercept, the slope of

expenditure parameters, price parameters and in the slope of all intercepts, expenditure

and price parameters combined. Trend and dummy variables did not change

substantially over the sample period; (ii) the Rotterdam model only showed changes in

the slope of the expenditure parameters and did not show any significant changes in

intercept, price, trend, and seasonal dummy variables; and (iii) assuming prices and

expenditure held constant, the effect of the changes was very small with only 2.44

percent drop in expenditure share of beef, 2.96 percent drop in expenditure share of

67
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lamb, 0.71 percent increase in expenditure of pigmeat and 2.45 percent increase in

expenditure share of chicken over the whole sample period.

Third, estimated elasticities from the LA/AIDS model do not substantially differ

from the 'true' AIDS model although the latter generated slightly higher estimates.

Except for the chicken expenditure share equation, the estimated elasticities for the

AIDS and the Rotterdam model are similar. Due to their similar right hand sides, the

first-differenced LA/AIDS model and the Rotterdam model produced similar estimated

elasticities.

Fourth, based on the Alston and Chalfant test, Australian per capita consumption

data on meat rejected the Rotterdam model in favour of the AIDS model. A similar

conclusion was made when further tests were conducted on the data before and after the

structural change occurred.

Lastly, four of the eight variables used in this study contain a unit root

(stochastic trend) i.e. beef consumption, lamb consumption, lamb price and chicken

price, while the other four variables do not have a unit root i.e. pork consumption,

chicken consumption, beef price and pork price. Further tests on the variables revealed

that none of the variables has a second unit root.

6.2 Conclusions and implications

The main conclusions from this study are as follows. First, there have been

structural changes in Australian meat demand with the changes occurring in the early

1970s for beef, lamb and pork and in the early 1980s for chicken. The changes were

gradual rather than an abrupt break. However, the effects of the changes on expenditure

pattern were very small with a bias against beef and lamb, neutral for pork and in favour

of chicken. Second, this study supports the results of previous studies on Australian

meat demand where the main determinants of the quantity of meat demanded are

changes in prices and total expenditure .
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The third conclusion is that the AIDS model detected the presence of structural

changes more consistently compared to the Rotterdam model. Fourth, due the high

collinearity of the data, estimated elasticities of the LA/AIDS model are similar to the

`true' AIDS model although the latter generated slightly higher estimates. Fifth, the

difference between the AIDS model and the Rotterdam model are more pronounced

when estimating the chicken expenditure share equation. Sixth, the first-differenced

LA/AIDS model and the Rotterdam model produced similar estimated elasticities.

Finally, the Australian per capita consumption data on meat rejected the Rotterdam

model in favour of the AIDS model.

Based on these findings, it is suggested that the Australian red meat industry has

to respond by mainly reducing its production and marketing costs. An adverse effect on

beef demand will prevail if further reductions in poultry production and marketing costs

occur.

6.3 Limitations of the study

The main limitation of the study is the lack of good data on mutton and fish

prices and quantities consumed since those meats could have been in the meat group.

Results of studies from other parts of the world show that fish may or may not be

separable from the meat group depending upon the dietary habit of the society in the

study. So far, there has not been any study to test the hypotheses of separability of fish

in Australian meat demand. The other limitation is due to the highly collinearity of the

price data used in this study. This caused the nonlinear estimation of SHAZAM in the

`true' AIDS model to be slow and to suggest convergence problems. Convergence

problems in the estimation of the 'true' AIDS model on Australian meat data using

SHAZAM was also reported by Piggott (1991). Application of other statistical

computer packages such as SAS may resolve this convergence problem. Due to the

limitation of time, this option was not accomplished in this study. The estimation of the

`true' AIDS model was avoided where it was considered necessary. In some applications

the AIDS model was represented by its linear approximation form (LA/AIDS) and its

first-differenced form models. This choice can be rationalised since the estimated
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elasticities of the LA/AIDS model are fairly similar to the estimated elasticities of the

`true' AIDS model. Moreover, using both SHAZAM and SAS programs in measuring

advertising response to Australian meat consumption, Piggott et al. (1995) reported that

the LA/AIDS model performed as well as the 'true' AIDS model.

6.4 Areas for further study

Time constraints have limited the scope of the study. Below are some interesting

areas which relate to the subject and need further study. First, if good data can be made

available, further study which include mutton and fish should be carried out in the

analysis of structural change in Australian meat demand. Second, since people choose

hamburger, steak and drumsticks instead of beef and chicken, it is also considered

worthwhile to evaluate the use of disaggregated meat data in the analysis of structural

change in a meat demand (Cashin 1991). Third, an evaluation of causal relationships

between prices and quantity consumed is needed. In other words, whether the prices

and/or expenditure are endogenous in a meat demand system which means that their

values can be determined within the system.

The fourth suggestion for an area for further study is that experimentation with

other types of models such as the generalised Leontief or quadratic expenditure system

is considered worthwhile. Fifth, since this study used quarterly data, the use of different

periodicity of the data are also needed for further study. Sixth, incorporation of time

series econometrics in the analysis of structural change such as Vector Autoregression

and Error Correction Model is also encouraged. Lastly, it is suggested to undertake

structural change analysis in a more comprehensive representation of the Australian

meat industry which considers all important aspects of the economy such as supply and

demand sides, exports and imports, inputs, generic advertising expenditure, marketing

aspects etc.
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Appendix 1: Data Description

The data used in this study can be seen in Table Al. A description and the

sources of the data are shown below.

Year	 year of observation

Q	 quarter of observation

CPI	 consumer price index published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics

with a base of 1966/67:1 = 100

pl	 nominal average quarterly retail price of beef in $/kilogram

p2	 nominal average quarterly retail price of lamb in $/kilogram

P3	 nominal average quarterly retail price of pigmeat in $/kilogram

p4	 nominal average quarterly retail price of chicken in $/kilogram

ql	 per capita consumption of beef in kilograms/quarter

q2	 per capita consumption of lamb in kilograms/quarter

q3	 per capita consumption of pigmeat in kilograms/quarter

q4	 per capita consumption of chicken in kilograms/quarter

Prices

• Price estimates are formed by indexing forward from actual average prices of

beef, lamb and pigmeat, based on meat subgroup indexes of the consumer price

index.

• In earlier data data the lamb price was combined with a mutton price.

• Average retail price of frozen chicken (weighted by production) is prices in State

capitals.
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Consumption

Consumption was calculated as production less net international trade plus or

minus the change in stocks. Carcass weight is used for beef, lamb, and pigmeat

while chicken consumption is expressed as dressed weight.

Expenditure

Total expenditure (X) on the meat group is derived by:

X =I piqi
i.1

where i 1 for beef, 2 for lamb, 3 for pigmeat and 4 for chicken.

The budget share for commodity i is derived by:

w Pig,

X



Table Al: Meat price and consumption data

No Year Q CPI p I p2 p3 p4 q I q2 q3 q4

1 1965 1 94.29999 105.00000 87.39999 128.70000 106.80000 11.04425 4.34600 2.61062 1.53090
2 1965 2 95.20000 108.10000 96.09999 128.70000 104.70000 9.80702 3.94800 2.69298 1.51750
3 1965 3 96.20000 115.20000 106.80000 131.70000 100.90000 11.34211 3.61800 2.91228 1.51750
4 1965 4 97.39999 117.90000 97.00000 132.10001 112.10000 11.24348 4.38400 3.09565 1.50430

5 1966 1 97.59999 118.20000 96.09999 130.70000 110.40000 11.26638 4.39300 2.80349 1.51100
6 1966 2 98.39999 122.40000 101.10000 131.30000 102.00000 10.26527 4.32904 2.91195 1.59500
7 1966 3 98.79999 122.40000 95.59999 130.60000 90.49990 10.85891 4.65996 2.95761 1.76000
8 1966 4 99.79999 123.50000 92.00000 133.10001 86.49990 10.59387 5.15146 3.27743 1.91690

9 1967 1 100.10000 124.90000 96.00000 136.10001 86.89990 11.80881 4.78828 2.87126 1.85390
10 1967 2 101.30000 127.40000 99.49998 138.30000 88.59990 10.18919 4.74251 3.01179 1.89490
11 1967 3 102.70000 131.60001 106.90000 145.10001 89.59990 10.16477 4.78242 3.15167 2.05500
12 1967 4 103.00000 130.80000 95.20000 147.80000 99.89990 11.25231 5.30214 3.30752 2.12490

13 1968 1 103.40000 130.70000 96.09999 146.20000 84.49990 11.25922 5.03856 2.98457 2.09590
14 1968 2 104.20000 134.20000 100.70000 145.00000 86.49990 9.14100 4.82511 3.17222 2.16500
15 1968 3 104.60000 134.60001 93.49998 142.30000 86.59990 10.09472 5.49186 3.27351 2.22200
16 1968 4 105.70000 132.80000 85.89999 138.39999 90.00000 11.50698 6.03455 3.48020 2.26890

17 1969 1 106.40000 134.80000 92.29999 139.60001 91.49990 10.30173 5.50029 3.11601 2.19000
18 1969 2 107.20000 136.50000 95.70000 138.00000 90.89990 10.00900 5.34794 3.31180 2.22890
19 1969 3 107.80000 136.50000 93.29999 137.89999 89.20000 9.67217 5.72684 3.46539 2.57090
20 1969 4 108.70000 136.10001 91.29999 140.10001 89.79990 10.78106 5.66572 3.60987 2.65400

21 1970 1 109.80000 139.89999 97.09999 140.70000 92.39990 10.58312 5.13853 3.10889 2.58900
22 1970 2 111.20000 143.20000 100.20000 139.70000 99.00000 10.60346 5.41753 3.50216 2.70300
23 1970 3 111.90000 144.39999 96.29999 139.20000 99.29990 10.23921 5.85280 3.55633 2.63200
24 1970 4 114.10000 145.89999 93.39999 141.80000 99.09990 10.03808 6.41758 3.79978 2.76200

25 1971 1 115.20000 149.39999 96.70000 145.50000 96.20000 10.99440 5.64281 3.36201 2.94090
26 1971 2 117.20000 150.89999 96.20000 146.30000 96.29990 10.55839 5.76455 3.55768 3.01600
27 1971 3 119.40000 153.39999 96.79999 148.70000 95.70000 10.03831 6.12149 3.60410 3.16500
28 1971 4 122.20000 154.50000 94.29999 151.60001 103.10000 9.33048 6.24367 3.79914 3.07590

29 1972 1 123.40000 154.50000 94.29999 151.60001 103.10000 10.27765 6.20444 3.43571 2.95300
30 1972 2 124.50000 154.60001 93.09999 149.30000 103.10000 10.59815 6.08964 3.68624 3.21190
31 1972 3 126.20000 157.89999 108.60000 146.20000 103.20000 10.97435 4.92952 3.91281 3.45390
32 1972 4 127.70000 160.60001 108.80000 147.10001 103.40000 9.08930 5.53636 4.15419 3.32700

33 1973 1 130.39999 170.39999 125.80000 152.20000 103.00000 11.76570 4.50995 3.93568 3.13300
34 1973 2 134.70000 186.39999 142.10001 159.00000 111.80000 11.43097 4.16073 4.24330 3.23200
35 1973 3 139.60001 196.70000 156.00000 165.70000 119.40000 12.21580 4.14417 4.07573 3.22590
36 1973 4 144.60001 204.20000 159.20000 189.00000 120.00000 9.08754 4.42980 4.31622 3.44400

37 1974 1 148.10001 212.89999 184.70000 209.00000 124.50000 11.59442 3.72409 3.42254 3.31300
38 1974 2 154.10001 209.80000 186.30000 219.20000 127.80000 13.47898 3.82877 3.42342 3.64900
39 1974 3 162.39999 192.39999 168.30000 219.60001 130.60000 14.95624 4.24179 3.35902 3.61500
40 1974 4 168.10001 175.50000 144.20000 231.20000 128.20000 16.57592 5.53401 3.51283 3.55400

80
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No Year Q CPI pl p2 p3 p4 ql q2 q3 q4

41 1975 1 174.10001 166.70000 150.60001 239.80000 127.00000 16.27315 4.29963 2.93089 3.09790
42 1975 2 180.20000 167.20000 167.00000 246.70000 137.89990 18.02582 3.92712 3.09370 3.38000
43 1975 3 181.60001 165.10001 170.39999 250.20000 142.50000 18.16541 4.05385 2.94422 3.52390
44 1975 4 191.70000 174.10001 169.39999 261.60001 143.30000 16.17478 4.12242 3.34071 3.62390

45 1976 1 197.39999 179.00000 173.50000 272.60001 155.00000 17.07859 4.06633 2.74694 3.41700
46 1976 2 202.39999 180.20000 172.10001 273.70001 155.30000 17.93022 4.13835 2.96403 3.75200
47 1976 3 206.89999 188.70000 189.80000 276.60001 152.70000 17.93898 3.95549 3.17301 3.90600
48 1976 4 219.30000 194.30000 200.00000 284.79999 154.80000 16.28132 3.49320 3.48604 3.86190

49 1977 1 224.30000 195.50000 199.10001 288.60001 170.50000 17.98073 3.91149 2.94076 3.70990
50 1977 2 229.60001 206.10001 217.50000 292.70001 172.10000 16.94381 3.31528 3.22191 4.12800
51 1977 3 234.10001 206.39999 216.70000 295.20001 176.20000 17.87438 3.78282 3.43506 4.05500
52 1977 4 239.60001 206.30000 209.10001 299.79999 179.10000 17.34441 4.66054 3.68458 4.23790

53 1978 1 242.70000 213.89999 229.80000 304.49991 177.70000 16.24947 3.07259 3.15011 4.07900
54 1978 2 247.70000 223.60001 244.70000 311.29999 178.30000 17.61068 3.20489 3.43640 4.07890
55 1978 3 252.50000 245.70000 251.30000 328.10001 174.60000 16.63961 3.67390 3.38698 4.47670
56 1978 4 258.20001 253.60001 246.50000 340.70001 183.00000 14.99860 4.08234 3.79623 4.71140

57 1979 1 262.60001 297.60001 280.10001 364.50000 183.30000 15.52921 3.24757 3.03199 4.57090
58 1979 2 269.60001 387.19989 327.39999 401.79999 185.20000 10.47295 3.11400 3.31484 4.76000
59 1979 3 275.79999 409.60001 306.60001 418.20001 192.80000 13.67381 4.77540 3.71113 4.72080
60 1979 4 284.10001 406.60001 296.10001 423.20001 190.20000 10.70455 4.25620 3.73967 5.08470

61 1980 1 290.29999 429.79999 338.39999 428.89999 193.20000 10.84146 3.46603 3.30130 5.46250
62 1980 2 294.79999 432.70001 358.29999 413.39999 204.10000 11.75970 3.41093 3.90742 5.23890
63 1980 3 304.00000 433.49991 352.49991 402.00000 199.00000 11.84193 4.18589 4.02307 5.21910
64 1980 4 310.29999 430.49991 324.70001 416.70001 210.80000 10.62998 4.26063 4.36192 5.05870

65 1981 1 317.70001 433.49991 334.89999 426.89999 223.00000 12.01681 3.80632 3.46335 4.65900
66 1981 2 324.70001 427.39999 345.10001 407.89999 227.39990 12.16745 3.77867 3.84461 4.86060
67 1981 3 331.60001 429.29999 361.79999 425.89999 232.39990 11.08339 3.82922 3.94930 4.83120
68 1981 4 345.39999 428.39999 341.10001 448.89999 238.00000 12.36213 4.27907 4.21262 4.66240

69 1982 1 351.39999 421.20001 339.20001 457.79999 242.60000 13.53704 4.10714 3.32672 4.41200
70 1982 2 359.89999 429.20001 357.89999 472.00000 246.89990 12.38076 3.91964 3.69565 4.66000
71 1982 3 372.49991 432.20001 340.70001 480.00000 247.70000 12.88772 4.64872 3.80827 5.05310
72 1982 4 383.10001 442.10001 344.39999 486.20001 246.50000 10.61191 4.19503 4.09031 5.00720

73 1983 1 391.60001 447.00000 357.10001 497.89999 253.20000 11.48924 3.80952 3.42466 4.54010
74 1983 2 400.10001 507.29999 423.49991 496.89999 252.20000 10.33550 3.40702 3.96619 4.87770
75 1983 3 407.00000 505.79999 356.60001 485.49991 268.60000 10.81015 4.82076 4.01191 4.92040
76 1983 4 416.49991 498.70001 334.49991 474.39999 255.20000 9.70119 4.23751 4.38563 4.75460

77 1984 1 414.89999 506.79999 373.89999 480.49991 256.89990 11.62148 3.80055 3.82619 4.98300
78 1984 2 415.49991 511.29999 376.20001 478.10001 248.30000 11.00083 3.94577 4.07367 5.08790
79 1984 3 421.20001 522.49988 394.79999 490.60001 251.30000 12.06954 4.15051 4.14416 5.20370
80 1984 4 426.89999 528.79993 379.79999 513.29993 258.60000 10.22042 4.26906 4.17406 5.33190
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No Year Q CPI pl p2 p3 p4 ql q2 q3 q4

81 1985 1 432.89999 526.09998 375.10001 523.39990 276.29990 10.77569 4.39283 3.82479 5.45940
82 1985 2 443.29999 543.49988 392.00000 512.89990 267.00000 9.88365 4.06332 3.95597 5.51060
83 1985 3 453.00000 544.59998 389.29999 519.70001 263.49990 9.65098 4.32984 4.17946 5.42010
84 1985 4 462.10001 546.70001 360.49991 522.79993 265.29990 9.86828 4.60079 4.53212 5.46970

85 1986 1 472.70001 549.39990 372.79999 532.29993 274.10000 10.76746 4.01940 3.80514 5.51900
86 1986 2 480.70001 556.49988 405.20001 531.20001 271.60000 10.66051 3.66689 4.21910 5.56780
87 1986 3 493.20001 565.39990 453.00000 531.20001 270.29990 11.12146 3.59816 4.33465 5.60630
88 1986 4 507.49991 576.09998 427.60001 557.79993 273.20000 8.97455 4.14735 4.40593 5.63770

89 1987 1 519.70001 581.89990 454.49991 561.70001 282.79990 9.83730 3.59421 3.80751 5.83360
90 1987 2 527.49988 587.70001 465.49991 559.49988 293.49990 9.18968 3.59069 4.18062 5.82520
91 1987 3 536.49988 600.00000 474.60001 567.79993 285.00000 10.18337 3.70647 4.22617 5.82740
92 1987 4 545.59998 599.39990 450.50000 576.29993 286.10000 10.52697 4.09091 4.41330 5.82950

93 1988 1 555.39990 607.79993 467.60001 589.00000 284.70000 10.12497 3.68939 4.02528 5.81750
94 1988 2 564.79993 637.59998 505.89999 591.89990 299.20000 9.16453 3.29700 4.44413 5.92480
95 1988 3 575.59998 663.09998 526.59998 603.70001 294.10000 10.56603 3.89221 4.52261 6.01610
96 1988 4 587.59998 665.09998 492.00000 617.59998 306.70000 10.13098 3.83509 4.65447 6.10650

97 1989 1 593.59998 681.70001 513.09998 639.20001 313.60000 9.81567 3.55168 4.21500 6.16120
98 1989 2 607.20001 721.20001 542.29993 648.79993 325.79990 10.24874 3.59781 4.66906 6.20060
99 1989 3 621.09998 737.79993 543.19989 664.39990 320.29990 10.48717 4.01813 4.59574 6.24930

100 1989 4 632.89990 733.50000 528.59991 673.09991 329.89990 10.15305 4.10887 4.60910 6.29800

101 1990 1 643.70001 746.59998 551.20001 675.20001 326.89990 9.46790 3.26564 4.47452 6.34640
102 1990 2 654.59998 764.54999 575.65002 672.09998 326.50000 9.61406 3.45389 4.79319 6.34680
103 1990 3 667.99988 766.20001 569.70001 674.50000 315.50000 10.04915 3.82133 4.60231 6.33620
104 1990 4 681.00000 765.34998 539.54999 679.90002 315.20000 9.66320 3.80828 4.59501 6.32600

105 1991 1 692.59998 769.09998 559.50000 679.95001 318.89990 10.33525 3.26421 4.21707 6.28650
106 1991 2 704.34998 773.72498 551.25000 673.50000 309.45000 9.88384 3.27023 4.49800 6.24020
107 1991 3 716.32001 775.29999 558.50000 680.09998 301.50000 9.23450 3.46154 4.67880 6.21040
108 1991 4 728.50000 767.57501 527.75000 676.75000 296.25000 8.56541 3.41615 4.76900 6.18170

109 1992 1 740.00000 771.40002 530.90002 674.70001 298.00000 9.33873 3.26679 4.53663 6.17540
110 1992 2 752.00000 773.70001 537.79999 664.59998 292.00000 8.13656 3.21147 4.76126 6.17770
111 1992 3 764.00000 763.59998 537.29999 652.00000 287.29990 9.42006 3.29349 4.84598 6.15030
112 1992 4 776.00000 749.79999 526.00000 664.40002 287.89990 8.70471 3.21259 4.90032 6.13630
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